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C++ FAQs, Second EditionAddison Wesley, 1998
In a concise and direct question-and-answer format, C++ FAQs, Second Edition brings you the most efficient  solutions to more than four hundred of the practical programming challenges you  face every day. 

Moderators of the on-line C++ FAQ at comp.lang.c++, Marshall  Cline,...
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Peers, Pirates, and Persuasion: Rhetoric in the Peer-to-Peer DebatesParlor Press, 2006
PEERS, PIRATES, AND PERSUASION: RHETORIC IN THE PEER-TO-PEER DEBATES investigates the role of rhetoric in shaping public perceptions about a novel technology: peer-to-peer file-sharing networks. While broadband Internet services now allow speedy transfers of complex media files, Americans face real uncertainty about whether peer-to-peer file...
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The Handbook of Nanotechnology: Business, Policy, and Intellectual Property LawJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
"This Handbook is sure to become the ultimate sourcebook for everyone involved in the emerging field of nanotechnology. I would strongly recommend that any entrepreneur who wishes to begin a nanotechnology company and any investor who wishes to seek funding opportunities in nanotechnology read this work cover to cover. By providing the tools...
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Harming Future Persons: Ethics, Genetics and the Nonidentity Problem (International Library of Ethics, Law, and the New Medicine)Springer, 2009
This collection of essays investigates the obligations we have in respect of future persons, from our own future offspring to distant future generations. Can we harm them? Can we wrong them? Can the fact that our choice brings a worse off person into existence in place of a better off but "nonidentical" person make...
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Getting Started in Finding a Financial AdvisorJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	An accessible guide that contains the tools needed to find trustworthy financial assistance


	Given the events of the past two years-from bankruptcies to financial scams-it is more important than ever that investors understand who they are hiring to handle their finances.


	Getting Started in Finding a Financial...
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Peer to Peer Computing: The Evolution of a Disruptive TechnologyIdea Group Publishing, 2005
Peer to Peer Computing: The Evolution of Disruptive Technology takes a holistic approach to the affects P2P Computing has on a number a disciplines. Some of those areas covered within this book include grid computing, web services, bio-informatics, security, finance and economics, collaboration, and legal issues. Unique in its approach, Peer to...
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CISSP Training KitMicrosoft Press, 2014

	
		Your 2-in-1 Self-Paced Training Kit

	
		EXAM PREP GUIDE

		

		Ace your preparation for Certified Information Systems Security Professional (CISSP) Exam. Work at your own pace through a series of lessons and reviews that fully cover each exam objective. Then, reinforce what you’ve learned by applying...
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Research Methods in Legal Translation and Interpreting: Crossing Methodological Boundaries (Law, Language and Communication)Routledge, 2019

	
		The field of Legal translation and interpreting has strongly expanded over recent years. As it has developed into an independent branch of Translation Studies, this book advocates for a substantiated discussion of methods and methodology, as well as knowledge about the variety of approaches actually applied in the field. It is argued...
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Traceable Temperatures: An Introduction to Temperature Measurement and CalibrationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
The accurate measurement of temperature is a vital parameter in many fields. A critically important aspect of applying any temperature sensor is that of traceable calibration - a concept that has been developed to ensure that all measurements made are accurate and legally valid.
   This timely new edition reflects the marked move towards ISO...
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The Encyclopedia of Death and Dying (Facts on File Library of Health and Living)Facts on File, 2005
Until recent times medical science could do little to prevent or cure life-threatening diseases that claimed young lives and made infant mortality commonplace. But today those 85 and over form the most rapidly growing percentage of the population. While death from infectious diseases has been widely controlled, only two of the current top 10...
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Immigrant, Inc.: Why Immigrant Entrepreneurs Are Driving the New EconomyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	A provocative look at the remarkable contributions of high-skill immigrant entrepreneurs in America


	Both a revelation and a call-to-action, Immigrant, Inc. explores the uncommon skill and drive of America's new immigrants and their knack for innovation and entrepreneurship. From the techies who created icons of...
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Cybersecurity for Executives: A Practical GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Practical guide that can be used by executives to make well-informed decisions on cybersecurity issues to better protect their business

	
		Emphasizes, in a direct and uncomplicated way, how executives can identify, understand, assess, and mitigate risks associated with cybersecurity issues
	
		Covers 'What to...
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